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special note
The information provided in this report represents the latest data 
^Ported to the Poliomyelitis Surveillance Unit from State Health Depart­
ments, Epidemic Intelligence Service Officers, participating laboratories, 
other pertinent sources. Much of the material is preliminary in 
nature and is subject to confirmation and change. It is distributed for 
the benefit of all participants with the understanding that it will not 
he released to the press or to unauthorized persons. Any release of this 
information will be strictly limited to the Office of the Surgeon General, 
United States Public Health Service, Washington, D.C. In such releases 
£ases will be identified by state only; initials and residence will not 
he made public. State Health Officers, of course, are free to reveal any 
^formation they may wish concerning data from their State.
Six new cases were accepted today from Ohio, Virginia, Georgia, Texas, 
ĥd Idaho. Of these 6, two are non-paralytic cases inoculated with Lilly 
accine and four are paralytic Cutter associated cases. A previously re­
n t e d  case (PSU Case No. Ida-12) has been reclassified as non-paralytic 
°llowing further investigation.
/ A total of 73 cases have been accepted through 12:00 noon today 
'•*'13-55) and are summarized below (Table l).
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Table 1
State
Cases by State and Manufacturer 
(PSU Accepted Cases through May 13, 1955)
Parke- Pittman-









Georgia 1 1 2
New York 1 1
West Virginia 2 2










Total 59 12 0 73
* Includes 1 non-paralytic case. 
** Includes 3 non-paralytic cases.
Suspect cases are now under investigation in California, Idaho, and 
Nebraska.
CORRECTION: In PSU Report No. 11 (5-12-55) on page 2, penultimate line,
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Ohio-1 Cincinnati TLK 1 M 4/17 4/27 4/27 ?RL RL C E6044
Va-1 Pulaski Co. AT 7 F 4/27 5/6 None LA None L 70S1-649343 Nonparalytic
Ida-13 Strevell GK 7 M 4/21 ?5/4 ?5/5 LA LA C 7E6039
?E6058
Ga-2 Smyrna SS 2 M 4/20 4/29 5/2 LA LA C 7
Tex-5 Tarrant PGH 7 M 4/21 5/4 None LA None L 7078-649343 Nonparalytic







Cal - 8 Los Angeles BM 5 F 4/19
Ida-12 Jerome Co. UC 7 M 4/19
Code of Abbreviations:
PSU - Poliomyelitis Surveillance Unit 
MFR - Manufacturer
C - Cutter Laboratories
L - Lilly Laboratories
W - Wyeth Laboratories















4/24 4/25 LA LA C E5971
5/2 None LA None C ?E6039 
7E6058
Nonparalytic
LA - Left Arm 
RA - Right Arm 
LL - Left Leg or Buttocks 
RL - Right Leg or Buttocks
